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 Spending surge powers growth: GDP is up 8.2%, best
in over two years
 OBC count to be part of Census 2021, 3 decades after
Mandal
 Law panel says uniform code not desirable now,
reform family laws first
 Bullet Train returns Vad to Vadodara
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 BIMSTEC nations call for holding accountable states
that back terrorism
 India, Nepal ink MoU on rly line between Kathmandu
and Raxual
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 SC defers Art 35A hearing to Jan 2019
Page 8
 SC stays construction in some states for failure to
frame waste management policy
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 Don’t ground the Rafale
 Chanakya in our times
 Intimate enemy
 Wiser council
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 Not a question of cash
 IPL probe hurts, but it must go on
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 Russia says Putin will go to Tehran for Syria talks with
Erdogan, Rouhani
 Harvard admissions policies harm Asian-Americans:
US
 Hacking a prince, an emir and a journalist to impress
a client
 China using LinkedIn to recruit, enshare Americans:
US
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 Growth fails to lift farm fortunes
 Govt spending drives growth, pvt investments yet to
kick in
 Rupee plunges to historic low of 71
 Banks will have to abort lending to infra firms: SBI
 SC rejects insurers’ plea, buyers to shell out more
from today
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 RBI concerned over signs of worsening state finances
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 No need for uniform civil code now, says law panel
 GDP grows 8.2% in April-June
 Govt. services at doorstep from Sept. 10
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 India and the US-it’s complicated: 2+2 dialogue
 Story of a leaking ship: Development of Andaman &
Nicobar Islands
 The sedition debate: Section 124-A
 Submerging markets: Demand for US dollar
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 Nowhere to hide: Kanpur tannery & Industrial
pollution
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 Census 2021 to collect OBC data, use maps
 SC puts off hearing on Kashmir special status
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 Root out terror: BIMSTEC
 SAARC meet to allow India-Pak. Interface
 India invites Pak. experts to hydel sites in J&K
 PM fits in bilateral meets in his summit schedule
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 Myanmar Army uses fake images
 Nations comes to terms with UN report
 US to stop funding UN’s Palestine agency
 US-Canada trade talks enter final day
 Ukraine separatist leader killed in blast
 Beijing using LinkedIn to recruit Americans
 EU to scrap time change rule
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 Re hits 71 on oil price, dollar demand
 Aadhaar authentication: 13 banks face penalties
 Court refuses to extend motor insurance deadline
 Xiaomi to shift cloud servers to India for local data
storage
Page 18
 Asia’s Nobel celebrates social heroes
 Survivors of trafficking get skill training in Goa
 China plans to rein in online gaming industry
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Scientists & Researchers must work in a mission mode
to double the farmers income by ...
Demonetisation and its impact on Tax collection and
Formalisation of the Economy -Arun Jaitley
Fourth BIMSTEC Summit Declaration, Kathmandu…

